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PPart 1 – Review 

Background 
Field Hockey BC is the Provincial Sports Organization (PSO) dedicated to supporting and developing field hockey in the Province of British Columbia 
and providing opportunities for British Columbians to experience the challenges and rewards of the sport. The FHBC High Performance Program aims 
to provide high calibre performance training and competition opportunities to athletes with provincial and national level aspirations. In early 2020, in 
response to motions passed at the 2020 FHBC AGM (Appendix B) Field Hockey BC made a community commitment to undertake a performance 
stream athlete pathway review to environmentally assess athlete programming offered directly through the Society (Field Hockey BC).  

The Field Hockey BC Provincial Athlete Pathway Review Project was officially launched on April 14th, 2020. Led by Jennifer Taylor, FHBC Athlete 
Program Director (Board of Directors), a Provincial Pathway Working Group (PPWG) was created to review the outcomes of Society Regional and 
Provincial performance programs and to identify strengths, gaps and lessons learned. The PPWG was tasked with consulting with community 
stakeholders, clubs, provincial (PSO) partners, provincial funding organizations, and the national governing body, Field Hockey Canada (FHC), and 
formulating recommendations for FHBC Board consideration. 

Purpose and Scope 
The purpose of the Field Hockey BC Provincial Athlete Pathway Review Project is to use an all-inclusive approach to review and evaluate the current 
FHBC Athlete Pathway and Athlete Program Model to ensure the Society is meeting the needs of all key stakeholders and providing BC athletes who 
have provincial, national and post-secondary aspirations with the best available high performance training environment, competitions and other high 
performance opportunities. 

The scope of this review includes examining how FHBC can work collaboratively with the existing club and league structures in BC, as well as 
seamlessly integrate with the national program pathway. The review will help to improve and enhance the existing FHBC Provincial Athlete Pathway 
and FHBC Athlete Program Model and achieve the following desired outcomes: 

Athletes and our key stakeholders will have a better understanding of the pathway and how to move along it
Points of entry and eligibility to the provincial pathway will be modified to allow for greater flexibility for athlete identification and
participation
Athlete high performance programming capacity will be increased by utilizing coaching resources more efficiently across club, PSO and NSO
programming
Roles and responsibilities of the clubs, PSO and NSO will be clarified resulting in better communication, cooperation, and collaboration and
fewer scheduling and resourcing conflicts amongst key stakeholders
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MMethodology 
Project Set Up 

Project set up and planning began in early March 2020, during which time a project charter was developed to establish the project’s scope, objectives, 
milestones and key deliverables. A Provincial Pathway Working Group was formed with representation from across the province, an equal mix of 
genders, expertise and experience both in direct athlete program delivery and governance, current and past Canadian National and NextGen athletes, 
current and past FHBC and FHC coaches, U Sport coaches and athletic director, and representation from small, medium and large clubs. The members 
of the Provincial Pathway Working Group include: Ali (Lee) Baggott, Ben Fecht, Caitlin Evans Erickson, Carys Swan, Chris Tyrrell, Erin De Sousa, Gavin 
Bains, Geoff Matthews, Jenn Beagan, Kent McKinnon, Michelle Savich, Robin D'Abreo and Thora Rae (Appendix A).  

A Project Management Team was created to help lead and support the project, led by Jennifer Taylor, FHBC Athlete Program Director (Board of 
Directors), along with John Sacre, FHBC Head Provincial Coach and Performance Manager, Krista Thompson, FHBC Regional Lead Coach – Vancouver 
Island, and Donna Cumming, FHBC Athlete Program Manager. Ben Harvey, FHBC Sport Development Manager also provided technical support to the 
project. 

The project officially launched on April 14th, 2020. 

Phase One 

The project was divided into two phases. The first phase focused on providing information to the members of the working group over a six week 
period. Project team members were provided with information on: 

FHBC Provincial Athlete Pathway Model and FHBC
Athlete Program Model
FHBC Regional and Provincial Program results/outcomes
Gold Medal Profile
2019 FHBC Targeted Athlete Nomination Criteria
Canadian Sport Institute (CSI) benefits and services
provided to targeted athletes

FHBC performance stream athlete funding
BC high performance system structure and CSI Enhanced
Excellence funding

Cross jurisdictional research from Basketball BC, BC Rugby,
and Field Hockey Ontario

Field Hockey Canada athlete pathway and PSO alignment

During Phase 1 each member club in the province was sent a Club Feedback Questionnaire (Appendix C) to obtain specific feedback regarding 
performance stream programming offered directly through the Society. This was done to gain a better understanding of the perspective of member 
clubs and to help inform the development of the project’s recommendations to the Field Hockey BC Board of Directors. The results of the Club 
Feedback Questionnaire were carefully analysed to identify trends across clubs and regions and those results were shared with the members of the 
working group. 
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Phase Two 

During Phase 2 the PPWG began by identifying the top priority needs of athletes, clubs and the PSO based on the information received during Phase 1. 
Weekly project team meetings were held using various group facilitation techniques and a re-designed FHBC Provincial Athlete Pathway Model and 
FHBC Athlete Program Model was developed over a ten week period. In response to concerns raised at the 2020 FHBC AGM, the working group also 
spent time developing recommendations to reduce the cost of FHBC’s direct athlete programming as well as a communication and engagement 
strategy for the roll out of a new provincial athlete pathway and a redesigned PSO direct athlete program model.  

SStakeholder Engagement 
During both phases of the project multiple stakeholder engagement activities were conducted. As previously mentioned, a Club Feedback 
Questionnaire (Appendix C) was sent to all clubs in the province to gain a better understanding of the clubs’ perspective and to learn about club-based 
athlete programming, and the results of the Club Feedback Questionnaire played a key role in developing the working group’s recommendations.  

A webinar was held on June 17th, 2020 to provide FHBC members and affiliated clubs with an update on the status of the project and a second webinar 
was held on July 22nd, 2020 to present the project’s draft recommendations.  During both webinars participants’ questions were answered and 
feedback received was shared with the working group and considered in the development of the project’s final recommendations. 

The same process was also conducted with the FHBC Board of Directors. A presentation to the Board was conducted on May 27th, 2020 to provide an 
update on the status of the project as well as the opportunity to provide feedback to ensure the project was proceeding in the right direction. A second 
Field Hockey BC Board of Directors presentation was held on July 20th, 2020 to present the project’s draft recommendations. During this presentation 
Board member’s questions were answered and feedback received informed the development of the working group’s final recommendation.  

The PPWG met with FHC representatives on two different occasions. The first meeting was held on May 12th, 2020 and in attendance were Susan 
Ahrens, CEO, Hugh Purvis, NextGen Director of the Men’s National Program, and Patrick Tshutshani, NextGen Director of the Women’s National 
Program. During this meeting FHC representatives answered a series of questions related to the project and how the PSO and NSO can work 
collaboratively and create an aligned pathway. The second meeting with FHC was held on May 15th, 2020 and involved PPWG participation in FHC’s High 
Performance Review to provide feedback on the BC perspective. 

The Project Management Team conducted a series of meetings with representatives from the Canadian Sport Institute Pacific and other PSOs, including 
Basketball BC, BC Rugby and Field Hockey Ontario in order to learn about their pathways and processes and identify best practices. Throughout the 
project, the project lead engaged in a number of one-on-one discussions with club officials, including presidents, technical directors, directors, and 
staff. 
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KKey Findings 

There is significant variability in access to developmental and high performance programming for athletes across the province with some
regions having multiple options while others have none

A majority of clubs in British Columbia lack sufficient resources to be able to offer club-based athlete programming

In order to increase athlete participation in the sport, programming needs to be more accessible, flexible, and offer more variety, while at the
same time reducing any unnecessary barriers to participation

Greater club-PSO collaboration and better communication is needed to help reduce scheduling conflicts between local programming and
league play and FHBC’s athlete programming

A majority of clubs in British Columbia would like FHBC to adopt a clear and transparent Provincial Program athlete evaluation and selection
process and provide greater support for and oversight of club-based programming

Current best practice in high performance sport is to move away from an event driven process toward a more targeted approach using
objective criteria and key performance indicators (KPI) in order to identify targeted athletes and provide individualized YTPs based on athlete
evaluation and regular monitoring that will help the top provincial athletes move along the pathway to the NextGen level

Field Hockey BC and Field Hockey Canada need to work collaboratively to ensure the athlete pathway is clear and aligned, roles are clearly
defined and understood by all key stakeholders, meaningful consultation and planning is maintained on a regular basis, and an athlete-centered
approach is used as a basis for all decision making
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PPart 2 – Recommendations          

Summary of Proposed Changes and Outcomes 
 

Provincial Athlete Pathway Opens Up 

The redesigned Provincial Program and the new Team BC selection process is more open, transparent, and inclusive, and involves FHBC working more 
collaboratively with all BC coaches. It executes on Motion #4, adopted at the 2020 FHBC AGM (Appendix B) by no longer requiring athletes to 
participate in FHBC’s Regional Program to be considered for selection to Team BC.  

Increased Accessibility to FHBC Athlete Programming 

The FHBC Technical Development Program, proposed to replace the existing Regional Program, is more accessible to all interested athletes.  There is no 
trial process or minimum fitness standard required for entry. It addresses one of the key issues identified through the Club Feedback Questionnaire 
(Appendix C) to reduce barriers to FHBC athlete programming. 

Fewer Scheduling Conflicts between Club & FHBC Programming 

Earlier planning, more consultation and collaboration between FHBC and clubs, and elimination of the FHBC Regional Tournament will all help to reduce 
potential scheduling conflicts between club programming and FHBC programming. 

Team BC Selection Process Transparent, Clear & Inclusive 

The redesigned Provincial Program includes developing objective athlete evaluation and selection criteria and sharing that information with our key 
stakeholders, involving all BC coaches to participate in nominating athletes to attend Stage 1 of Team BC trials, working more collaboratively with BC 
club coaches, and leveraging league play to identify talent. 

New FHBC Elite Program for BC’s Top Provincial Athletes 

The new FHBC Elite Program will provide greater support for our Province’s top athletes by offering a year-round training program that will accelerate 
athlete development and provide individual attention to allow each athlete to maximize their potential and help our top athletes move along the 
pathway up to the NextGen level. 

More Responsive and Flexible FHBC Programming 

The proposed PSO direct athlete program model offers athletes more choice and flexibility with shorter training sessions offered throughout the year, 
different training formats, different types of training, and potentially more training locations across the province. The recommendations put forward 
allow FHBC to offer its members programming that is more responsive and flexible to better meet the needs of our athletes and families, while still 
maintaining essential delivery standards across regions. 
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PProvincial Athlete Pathway Project Recommendations 

1. FHBC Technical Development Program

Field Hockey BC should change the name of the Regional Program to the Technical Development Program with a focus on skill development

Technical Development Program Selection Process

o FHBC should expand the pool of athletes participating in the Technical Development Program by removing barriers at the entry point:
the PSO should eliminate the trial process and the fitness standard requirement for entry to participate

o FHBC should establish athlete expectations regarding attendance, commitment, work ethic, professionalism, and willingness to learn
and accept constructive feedback, and these expectations should be communicated to all Technical Development Program
participants

Schedule of Technical Development Programming

o FHBC should run the Technical Development Program in a format that offers athletes and families with more flexibility and options to
participate throughout the year

o FHBC should consider offering the Technical Development Program in shorter cycles (6 – 8 weeks) per session, ideally at least 2
sessions per week

o FHBC should consider running the Technical Development Program using different formats such as weekends, mid-week, camp-based,
fall session, winter session, and spring session

o FHBC should consider providing different types of training depending on the time of the year, for example:

Nov. – Jan. focus on strength & conditioning, flexibility, nutrition, etc.
Feb. – Apr. offer on-field technical & tactical training
Indoor – winter session
GK training with specific expectations

FHBC should consider offering the Technical Development Program training sessions in a flexible, tiered format and group players by ability if
deemed beneficial and necessary depending on the needs of different age levels and different regions
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Recommended Changes to Training Format/Content

o Athletes participating in the FHBC Technical Development Program should be exposed to educational sport science and performance
components, technical skills instruction, and an introduction to physiological/fitness testing in order to nurture development and
prepare athletes for competitive trials and high performance participation

o FHBC should include physiological/fitness testing as part of the Technical Development Program for educational purposes and
experience only

o FHBC should consider offering indoor training and/or Hockey 5s to support technical development outcomes

o FHBC should consider offering the following components, possibly through an a la carte/workshop approach:

strength and conditioning
recovery
flexibility
technical and tactical
GK training – technical development sessions specific to goalkeepers
Mental performance/nutrition

Include umpire or coach certification for athletes as part of the Technical Development Program

All Technical Development Program participants should be provided feedback upon completion of the program

FHBC should consider expanding the Technical Development Program to other areas of the province and offer the program in a modified way
in areas with less resources but with the same key deliverables

The Technical Development Program should include an athlete driven fitness program designed to improve a participant’s fitness level

Regional Consistency

o FHBC should adopt a flexible approach to the Technical Development Program delivery and offer programming based on regional and
sub-regional needs and plans

o FHBC should consider increasing time focused on areas of the province that do not have any skill development programming available
through the local clubs and help those athletes that don’t have access to as much training through other means, such as club-based
programming, high school academies, and private training organizations

o FHBC may not need to offer Technical Development programming in all regions based on existing program availability
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o FHBC should develop Technical Development Program deliverables that are consistent between regions, but allow for flexibility and
variation in how the programs are delivered across regions/sub-regions

o In developing regions, FHBC should consider running programs that combine male and female athletes if deemed necessary/beneficial
for the program to be successful

Consistency – Age Levels

o FHBC should develop Technical Development Program deliverables that are appropriate between age levels, but allow for flexibility
and variation in how the programs are delivered across different age levels

Consistency – Male/Female Programming

o FHBC should develop Technical Development Program deliverables that are consistent between genders, but allow for flexibility and
variation in how the programs are delivered between genders

o Programming should be delivered in a way that encourages increased participation

Technical Development Program Athlete-Coach Ratios

o FHBC should offer a Technical Development Program with a coach to athlete ratio of ideally 1:8, but no more than 1:10

o If the PSO is unable to secure enough coaching resources to meet the minimum coach to athlete ratios, then FHBC should reduce the
number of participants in order to maintain the required standard

2. Redesigned FHBC Provincial Program

Develop a three stage Provincial Program selection process

PSO develop selection criteria, inclusive of a fitness standard; meeting any of these criteria does not guarantee selection and not meeting any
of these criteria could be a reason for non-selection
Align Team BC selection criteria with FHC national standards
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FHBC charge each athlete participating in any stage of Team BC trials a one-time trial fee

Stage 1 - For any athlete nominated by a club, PSO, NSO, high school and/or private academy coach

o Athlete selection criteria should be inclusive, rather than exclusive, for athletes to be accepted into Stage 1 Trials

o Proposed nomination criteria: If an athlete shows in any of the following categories, coaches can nominate the athlete to Stage 1 
trials:

skill level
impact on field
engaged/committed/motivated/passionate
athleticism/fitness

o Stage 1 trials will be held Regionally

Stage 2 – In order for an athlete to participate in Stage 2 Trials, they must meet one of the following criteria:

Assessed by a FHBC provincial team selection committee during Stage 1 Trials and invited to attend the Stage 2
A provincial team athlete from the previous year (confirmed by FHBC staff)

o The format of Stage 2 trials may consist of technical drills, small games and fitness testing

o The number of athletes selected to move on to Stage 3 will vary year to year

Stage 3 – In order for an athlete to participate in Stage 3 Trials, they must meet one of the following criteria:

Assessed by a FHBC provincial team selection committee during Stage 2 trials and invited to attend the Stage 3
Athlete has been identified as a FHBC Elite Program athlete
Athlete has been identified as a FHC NextGen athlete

o The format of Stage 3 trials may consist of game play, technical drills and fitness testing

o The number of athletes selected will depend on the number of provincial Team created (may vary year-to-year)

Coaches to be provided guidance on the matrix of criteria to ensure suitable candidates are put forward o
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A different selection process format may be required based on age group and/or gender

Talent Identification and Pre-Selection of Athletes for Stage 1 Trials

o FHBC should take the initiative to collaborate with FHBC, club, academy, and high school coaches in BC to scout talent through league
play and training sessions to identify potential athletes for selection to Stage 1 trials

o The PSO should consider having FHBC coaches/selectors scout for talent with no advance notice to athletes

o The PSO should move FHBC coaches/selectors around the Province so they can view athletes from different regions, guest coach in
those regions, and provide coach mentorship to the Technical Development Program coaches

Provincial Program Selection Committees Criteria

o The provincial team selection committees should consist of between 3 & 5 selectors

o Ideally all provincial team head coaches should be on the selection committees and involved in all three stages of the selection process

o Assistant provincial team coach participation on the provincial team selection committees is preferred, but not required

o FHBC should commit to ensuring the provincial team selection committees members are selected based on merit against 
objective criteria and with due regard to the benefits of diversity and representation from different genders

o FHBC should consider including an external selector to participate on the provincial team selection committees, such as a current and/
or past national team athlete, a current and/or past national team coach, or a university coach

o All provincial team selectors must be trained on objective evaluation criteria based on provincial KPIs developed in consultation with
the NSO

o FHBC consider adopting the following provincial team selection committees process:

Provincial team selection committees select the first 14 players based on ability and position
Provincial team selection committees select the next 5 players, from which the provincial team head coach will make her/his final 
selections
Provincial team head coach selects the final 2 players that will be named to the provincial Team and the remaining 3 players are
named to a lower level or “B Team” or identified as reserves
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Provincial Program Format

o The Provincial Program should consist of a number of set fixed hours with standardized curriculum, as well as some flexible hours where
the Provincial Head Coach has discretion to vary the training/competition schedule based on the needs of the team (ex. 20 hours
consistent across teams and 10 hours customized)

o Build exhibition competition into the training schedule

o FHBC should set the timeline for the Provincial Program by working back from the national championships with the minimum amount of
time being 8 weeks and the maximum length 12 weeks

o FHBC should consider appointing the provincial team head coaches earlier in the process (specific date/timeline not identified) so they
can work with club/high school/private academy coaches to scout talent for selection to Stage 1 trials and also work with FHBC on
scheduling needs for each Provincial team

o The format sequencing of the Provincial Program can include: training, competition, final training block, and then national
championships

o FHBC should collaborate with clubs on scheduling between the Provincial Program, spring league and club championships

o FHBC should work with clubs to change both the format and scheduling of the club championships so that it could potentially become a
talent identification opportunity for Stage 1 trials

o Lobby FHC to hold the national championships later in the summer to allow the PSO more time to prepare provincial teams and to help
reduce the potential for scheduling conflicts with spring league and club championships

o FHBC consider scheduling a mandatory meeting for all Team BC families to be held as soon as the provincial teams are selected.
Information provided during the meeting should include a breakdown of Team BC cost structure, athlete expectations, and travel and
training schedules, including the expectation of families billeting athletes from other regions if required

National Championships - # of Provincial Teams

o FHBC should strive to select three provincial teams (per age group and gender) when BC is hosting the national championships and 
two teams when it is a travelling year; however, it is important to be flexible depending on the number and quality of athletes 
identified year-to-year

o BC’s top level athletes should have two competitive opportunities: 1) national championships (domestic); 2) international tour to
encourage more competitive game play

o FHBC should not send any team to the national championships without a qualified head provincial coach
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3. FHBC Elite Program

PSO to develop a new high performance program for the top provincial athletes, initially starting with U18 – U23 athletes but could be
expanded to include a broader range of ages, which is separate from the Provincial Program. The FHBC Elite Program is for athletes that are
close to obtaining the next level of their development – NextGen

The purpose of the FHBC Elite Program is to accelerate athlete development and provide individual attention to achieve optimum
development

Athletes can participate in the Field Hockey BC’s Elite Program AND Provincial Program

The FHBC Elite Program athlete selection criteria should include objective evaluation based on provincial KPI criteria developed in consultation
with the NSO

The FHBC Elite performance stream should include or consider the following elements:

o Annual cycle with flexibility to move athletes in and out during the year

o Individualized YTPs based on athlete evaluation

o Provide regular athlete monitoring and offer athlete guidance year round

o Partner with club and university coaches in order to optimize FHBC Elite Program athlete development

o Skills training does not have to be offered to every athlete at the same time/same place – may be 1x1

o Avoid scheduling conflicts with league/club activities and develop an athlete-centered, flexible attendance policy

o Small group training delivered regionally, supplemented with large group training offered in a camp style format, which would include
NextGen coaches

o Elite Program should include different delivery methods including camp-based, performance education, and online
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o Athletes may require individualized supports that fit outside of the group Elite Program model, such as 1x1 training or off-field supports 
for nutrition, sport science or strength and conditioning 
 

o Services and supports offered through the FHBC Elite Program should include IST 
 

o May or may not include competition 
 

o Not all training elements within the YTP will be provided by the PSO 
 

o Elite Program athletes may bypass Stage 2 of the provincial team selection process 
 
 

o FHBC should work with Field Hockey Canada to receive endorsement of the FHBC Elite Program and to request support from FHC 
NextGen coaches 
 

o The FHBC Elite Program should add value to the PSO’s existing athlete programming 
 

o Participation in FHBC’s Elite Program should not be mandatory for selection to Team BC 
 

o FHBC’s Elite Program should be aligned with FHC’s competition structure 
 

4. BC Games 
 

 Field Hockey BC submit an application to have field hockey participate in the BC Summer Games and BC Winter Games (indoor) in order to: 
 

o help grow the sport, especially in areas of the province where hockey is not as well established 
o offer athletes a multi-sport, competitive opportunity 
o offer PSO programming at the U13/14 age level 
o help build and expand local organizational strength across the province by leveraging club and community resources to run 

trials/manage teams through the zone structure 
o offer PSO direct athlete programming at a time when it would not conflict with junior league play 
o help grow indoor hockey across the province 
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5. Reducing the Cost of Field Hockey BC Athlete Programming 
 

 FHBC create a Team BC athlete subsidy program that provides financial support to players in need in the form of discounts applied against 
team fees 

 

 FHBC create an ad hoc committee chaired by past and/or current FHBC Board members to review applications for the Team BC athlete 
subsidy program 
 

 FHBC explore funding the Team BC athlete subsidy program through sponsorship, fundraising, donations and other funding sources available 

 FHBC create a page on the FHBC website to provide information on athlete financial assistance available through the PSO as well as through 
other sources 
 

 FHBC develop a form letter which athletes can use to request financial assistance from their community and include the form letter in the 
Team 
BC selection package 
 

 FHBC adopt the following FHBC clothing policy: 
 

o Technical Development Program - 
 no mandatory clothing required 
 athletes can purchase clothing on an optional basis 
 

o Provincial Program – 
 Non-customized uniforms (without player’s name) used for 4 years and then retired 
 Mandatory Team BC clothing kit which includes training gear (shorts, reversible pinnie, socks), hoodie, and travel clothing 
 Keep the same design for 4-5 years so athletes can use the same kit  
 athletes can purchase additional clothing on an optional basis 
 

o Elite Program – 
 FHBC athlete journal – optional  
 athletes can purchase clothing on an optional basis 
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 FHBC explore setting up an online store with a designated apparel partner that offers FHBC clothing on a year round basis (at a later date if we 
have a different clothing supplier) with proceeds generated from sales going to support provincial team athletes 
 

 FHBC explore accessing potential new sources of athlete program funding such as through Canadian Tire Jump Start, the BC Amateur Sport 
Fund, and any other available funding sources 
 

 FHBC seek out opportunities for corporate sponsorship agreements to help offset the cost of FHBC athlete programming 
 

 FHBC host an annual awards and fundraising gala and sell tables to community members, clubs, families and corporate sponsors 
 

6. Communication & Engagement Strategy 
 

 FHBC adopt a strategic approach to communicating the roll out of the changes to the Provincial Athlete Pathway and FHBC Athlete Program 
Model, which includes: 
 

o Targeted messaging to the PSO’s key stakeholders that communicates how the changes impact each group specifically (FHBC members, 
FHBC athletes & families, FHBC coaches, club coaches, high school coaches, clubs, FHC, and other PSOs) 
 

o Using a variety of communication and engagement methods to facilitation information sharing and meaningful two-way communication 
and dialogue, such as email, social media, Zoom meetings/webinar, Facebook live stream, FHBC website, Q&A resource (old vs new), 
FAQ resource, and an online feedback form 
 

o Messaging that emphasizes how the changes address the concerns that have been raised, how FHBC has been responsive and 
transparent, how the new pathway and program model is more open, flexible, and transparent, and how the changes provide athletes 
with more opportunity and a variety of programming options 

 
 Before engaging with a wider audience, FHBC identify and connect with key community influencers first, such as PPWG members, FHBC 

coaches, club influencers (may or may not be board members or club officials) in order create community advocates who will share 
information and support the new Provincial Athlete Pathway and the changes to the FHBC Athlete Program Model 
 

 FHBC create a master community calendar of events that provides information on all the different competition events that are relevant to the 
different stages of athlete development and aligned with the new Provincial Athlete Pathway Model 
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 FHBC develop a social media campaign that uses graphics which illustrate the key pathway and program model changes and their impact as a 
way to educate stakeholders on the current state vs future state 
 

 FHBC create an online “Provincial Pathway Feedback Form”, accessible through the FHBC website, that FHBC members can use to ask 
questions and/or provide feedback regarding the new pathway 
 

 Create a new Provincial Pathway and FHBC Athlete Program Model “cheat sheet” specifically for FHBC coaches 
 

 FHBC host separate Zoom meetings with club coaches and FHBC coaches to present the new Provincial Athlete Pathway and FHBC Athlete 
Program Model 
 

 FHBC provide high schools (coaches/athletic directors) with an introduction to new Provincial Athlete Pathway and FHBC Program Model that 
includes and emphasizes information regarding how the changes impact high school coaches and athletes 
 

 FHBC host a Zoom meeting(s) with all club representatives in the Province regarding the Provincial Athlete Pathway Model and FHBC Athlete 
Program changes 
 

7. Redesigned Provincial Athlete Pathway Model and Provincial Team Pathway and Selection Matrix 
 

The following three diagrams provide a visual illustration of the working group’s recommendations for a new Provincial Athlete Pathway Model and 
three stage Provincial Program selection process.  

The proposed FHBC Provincial Athlete Pathway Model describes the framework of how an athlete can progress along the pathway through the 
different Long Term Athlete Development (LTAD) stages. The model illustrates what athlete programs are available at the different LTAD stages, what 
organizations are responsible for delivering those programs, and the different competition opportunities associated with each stage. 

The proposed FHBC Provincial Team Pathway flowchart and the Provincial Team Selection Matrix provide detailed information regarding the proposed 
three stage Provincial Program selection process, including the athlete assessment criteria and progression associated with each stage.  
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7.1 Redesigned Field Hockey BC Athlete Pathway Model 
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7.2 Field Hockey BC Provincial Team Pathway 
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7.3 Field Hockey BC Provincial Team Selection Matrix 
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CConclusions 
The recommendations put forward in this report present a significantly redesigned FHBC Provincial Athlete Pathway Model and FHBC Athlete Program 
Model that address the primary issues and concerns raised by the PSO’s key stakeholders. The proposed changes, if adopted by the Field Hockey BC 
Board of Directors, will create a more open and transparent provincial athlete pathway that allows for greater flexibility for athlete identification and 
participation in the Provincial Program. Refocusing the Technical Development Program at the developmental level and offering more scheduling 
options and a greater variety of training will increase athlete accessibility to FHBC programming and help reduce scheduling conflicts with club-based 
programs. Increased athlete accessibility is also supported by expanding PSO athlete programming to other areas of the province and taking steps to 
reduce the cost so that more athletes can afford to participate. The new Elite Program will provide greater support for the Province’s top athletes and 
help them move along the pathway to the NextGen level. Greater club-PSO collaboration and better communication will help strengthen relationships 
and improve outcomes. Pending the results of Field Hockey Canada’s High Performance Review, roles and responsibilities of the clubs, PSO and NSO 
will be clarified and clearly defined resulting in better communication, cooperation, and collaboration at all levels. Overall, the proposed changes offer 
a clear and open provincial athlete pathway and more responsive and flexible FHBC athlete programming to better meet the needs of our athletes 
and families, while still maintaining essential delivery standards across regions.  
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Appendix A: FHBC Provincial Pathway Working Group 
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Appendix B: 2020 FHBC AGM Motions #4-7 
 

Motion #4 (Amended)  

That Field Hockey BC amend its Selection Process to no longer require participation in its Train to Train (U15) and Train to Compete (U18) Regional 
Programs as a condition of selection for the corresponding Provincial Programs, that it provide equal opportunity for all eligible athletes to be selected 
to its Provincial Programs, and that it clearly communicate this policy change to all eligible athletes beginning in the 2020-2021 season. Field Hockey 
BC will create a group to study how to make this change fair to all athletes.  

Motion #5  

That Field Hockey BC immediately amend its Athlete Attendance Policy to require all athletes to prioritize club hockey during Spring League and to 
attend their club commitments in the event of any conflicts with Field Hockey BC programs during this period. This motion is to be implemented and 
take effect before Field Hockey BC’s 2020 Provincial Programs but should not apply to the 2020 Regional Tournaments.  

Motion #6  

That, beginning with the 2020-2021 season, Field Hockey BC schedule all Regional Tournaments before the start of April to eliminate conflicts with 
Spring League.  

Motion #7  

That Field Hockey BC, beginning with the 2019-2020 season, in conjunction with host clubs, organize annual Club Championships in the U12, U14, 
U16, and U18 age divisions and schedule them for the final four weekends of the Spring League season. 
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Appendix C: FHBC Club Feedback Questionnaire 
 
Introduction: 
Between April and July 2020, Field Hockey BC will be conducting a review of the existing Provincial Athlete Pathway.  In an effort to gain a better 
understanding of the perspective member clubs have of the existing FHBC Athlete Pathway and Athlete Program Model, we have developed a Club 
Feedback Questionnaire.  The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain specific feedback that will inform the development of a new FHBC Provincial 
Athlete Pathway and FHBC Athlete Program Model. Club feedback will be shared with FHBC staff, the FHBC Board of Directors, and the Provincial 
Pathway Working Group, which is a group of subject-matter experts assigned responsibility to review the current athlete pathway and put forward 
recommendations on how it can be improved. For more information regarding the Provincial Athlete Pathway Review Project, please click on the 
following link: FHBC Provincial Athlete Pathway Review Project. 
 
Completion Instructions: 
Please complete ONE questionnaire per club that reflects the views of the club as a whole.  Completed questionnaires are to be submitted by email to 
Jennifer Taylor, FHBC Athlete Program Director, at jtaylor@fieldhockeybc.com by May 8th. Please be as thorough and specific as possible in your 
answers.   
 
On behalf of the FHBC Board of Directors, thank you for supporting this important initiative! 
 
 
 
 
Submitted By:  _______________________________  Email: ___________________ 
     (Name) 
 
On Behalf Of:  _______________________________ 
     (Name of Club) 
 
 
 

 

QUESTION 1: CLUB PERFORMANCE PROGRAM  

Does your club currently offer any performance programming? If yes, what does that entail?  If no, does your club have a plan to offer performance 
programming in the near future? 
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QUESTION 2: CLUB PERFORMANCE PROGRAM 

Does your club have the capacity and capability to offer performance programming currently? If no, what resources or skills are needed for your club 
to be able to offer performance programming? 

 

QUESTION 3: FHBC REGIONAL PROGRAM 

Calendar Timeline: September – April 
September – Trials (Initial Talent Identification) 
October/November – Training Program Begins (Lower Mainland/Island) 
January – Training Program begins (Interior) 
April – Talent Identification Peaks and Provincial Program Selection 

 
Contact Hours:  40 Hours Plus Talent ID Peak  
 
Location of Program: Mainland Squad Centres – West Vancouver, Vancouver, Surrey 
   Island Squad Centres – Victoria, Duncan 
   Interior Squad Centre - Kelowna 
 
Intent of Program: T2T – Skill Acquisition; T2C – Skill Acquisition, Execution, and Team Preparation for Competition 
 

In order to better understand how Field Hockey BC can best provide high performance athlete program support to clubs, please answer the following 
questions as they relate to FHBC’s Regional Program: 

 

a) What elements of the current FHBC Regional Program does your club support?  What would your club like FHBC to continue to offer?  Please 
be specific. 

 

b) What elements of the current FHBC Regional Program would your club like FHBC to stop providing and why? (Ex. no long needed, club 
responsibility, etc.) 

 

c) What new elements would your club like FHBC to start offering through its Regional Program? 
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QUESTION 4: FHBC PROVINCIAL PROGRAM 

Calendar Timeline: May - July 
May – Training Program Begins (all Regions) 
July - Talent Identification Competitive Peaks ((National Championships/Invitational Championships) 

 
Contact Hours:  30 Hours Plus Competitive Peak  
 
Location of Program: Main Squad Centralized Based On Team Demographic (majority % of player base) 
   Island Centralized Training Centre 
   Lower Mainland Centralized Training Centre 
 
Intent of Program: T2T – Introduction to Competition; T2C – Preparation for Performance 
 

In order to better understand how Field Hockey BC can best provide high performance athlete program support to clubs, please answer the following 
questions as they relate to FHBC’s Provincial Program: 

a) What elements of the current FHBC Provincial Program does your club support?  What would your club like FHBC to continue to offer?  Please 
be specific. 

 

b) What elements of the current FHBC Provincial Program would your club like FHBC to stop providing and why? (Ex. no long needed, club 
responsibility, etc.) 

 

c) What new elements would your club like FHBC to start offering through its Provincial Program? 

 

QUESTION 5: FHBC PERFORMANCE PROGRAMS - CONSISTENCY 

Should FHBC’s performance programs be delivered in a consistent way across: 

 

a. All regions of the province (Northwest, Southeast, Island, Interior)? Please provide a brief rationale for your response. 
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b. Male and female gender groups? Please provide a brief rationale for your response. 

 

QUESTION 6: MOST IMPORANT OUTCOME OF FHBC ATHLETE PATHWAY REVIEW 

The key objective of the FHBC Provincial Pathway Review Project is to develop a redesigned FHBC Athlete Pathway and FHBC Athlete Program model 
that meets the needs of key stakeholders, including all member clubs. From your club’s perspective, what is the most important outcome that you 
would like to see come out of this review? 
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